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Frank Sheed To Address Xavier Students At Convocation
Farnous Aut/w,. To Make
4th Annual Ap11ec11·ance

·Pledges Asked;
Captains Solicit
For Class Gift
The team captains for the
Memorial Fund Campaign will
pass out the pledges and take the
contributions for the first payments from October 29 thru 31.
The seniors will be contacted by
their captains and will be asked
to pledge whatever they are able.
The approximate cost of the gift
is $2300, but th goal is 100% participation by the seniors in the
campaign.
The contributions may be made
at one time or over a period of
six months. The periods are: October 29 thru 31, November 14
thru 16, January 16 thru 18, February 13 thru 15, and March 13
thru 15. The December period
was bypassed because of the
Christmas season.
The Senior Class Gift is a
token of appreciation to the University for what she has given
us during the last four years.
Team captains are: Mike Allison, Larry Borchers, John Bow~an, Walt Brusch, Bill Douthitt,
Jim Dusablon, John Emmett, Bill
Grau, Pat Gilligan, Lou Habig,
·John Haley, Frank Hamel, Mark
Hutzel, Bob Juenke, Dick Maggini, Bill . Majors, Charles Menk,
Tony Miller, Tom Purcell, Jim
Perry, Flo Sokolowski, Ted Stoner, Lou Taglia, Jack Thole, Dick
Ulmer, Tom Werner, John Wilde,
and John Van Flandern.

·:,.,,.....

..,

Pictured at•e the Queen cancliclates. They al'e: Top-Gale Arnolcl, Joyce Schell, l\'Iary Agnes Lipps,
Mary Lou Broerman; Center-Patty Rouse, l.Uary Ann Rawe, Diana Pcllillo, Helen Coo11er, Barbara
Vaught, .Janet Hughes. Bottom-Joan Lambcrs, Carol Craig, Jan Schummer, Phylis Jolwig.

Homecoming Weekend At Hand;

Colorful Festivities Formulated

Frank Sheed, noted author
and lecturer, will make his
fourth annual appearance at a
student convocation and the
Xavier Forum Series on Wednesday, Oct. 24.
Mr. Sheed's topic at the convocation in the Armory will be
"Christ and the Modern Mind."
Later, in the evening, his lecture
will be on "The Common Sense
of St. Thomas.
Mr. Sheecl is president of his
own publishing firm with offices
in New York, London, and
Belgium. His first ambition was
to be a lawyer, but he has
become well known- for his
literary and oratorical efforts.
He is the author of two wellknown books-"Theology and
Sanity" and "Society and Sanity." Mr. Sheecl also is a syndicated columnist in many Catholic newspapers.
Mr. Sheed holds membership
in the Catholic Evidence Guild.
This group, to which many
we I I-known Catholic laymen
belong, preaches on street corners
and in parks about the truths of
Catholicism. It is interesting to
note that Mr. Sheed has preached
the word of Christ on many
New York street corners.
One · of the many notable
awards that have been bestowed
upon Mr. Sheed is a Honorary
Doctorate from the University of
Louvain in Belgium.
Mr. Sheed is married to a
former Xavier forum lecturer
and famous authoress, Maisie
Ward.

Civil Service Exam Dixielcmd Band Augrnent~ Clu~istensen Orchest1·a;
Aud Progra1n Set XU-UD Garne, V m·ied Floats Cornplete P1·og1·arn Federation Makes
The United States Civil SerBy Jolm Vm1Flmuler11, News Cnmprts Etlitor
Intentions Kno·wn
vice Commission has announced
a new examination for student
trainee positions in the following fields: architecture, cartography, chemistry, enginnering,
mathematics, metallurgy, meteorology, oceanography, and physics.
The entrance· salaries during
the trainee period vary from
$2,960 to $3,415 a year. .
Student trainees will pari!cipate in special training programs
consisting of on-the-job training
in a Federal establishment and
scholastic training at a college
or university. To qualify, applicants must have had appropiate
high school or college education.
They must also pass a written
test.
Further information and application forms may be obtained at
many post offices throughout the
country, or from the U. S. Civil
Service Commission, Washington
25, D.C.

Juniors,

Achtung I

J'uniorsf Three days remain to
place your ring orders during this
session: Monday, Oct. 22, 9:00 a.m.
to 12:45 p.m.; Tuesday, Oct. 23,
10:00 a.m. to 1:45 p.m.; and Wednesday, Oct. 24, 11:00 a.m. to
,2:00 p.m.
Orders can be placed in the
future, but the first to order will
be the first to receive.
Don Walker, the Balfour Company's representative, will be in
South Rall at these times, ready
to serve you.
·

With Homecoming just one week away, the final trimmings are being put on the plans for the extensi~e festivities.
The band which will be playing in the Armory is an affiliate
of Chris Christensen, whose orchestra will be providing the
dancing melodies in t;he Fieldhouse. The "Dixieland Paraders,"

as the group is called, will be
playing the same type of music
as Christensen, but more dixieland music will be included on
his program.
Students are reminded that
the dance ticket is all-inclusive,
and that they are on sale now in

A map showing how to reach
the site of the float building can
be found on page 3 of The News.
-Ed.

South Hall at five dollars per
couple. Table reservations for
both the Fieldhouse and the
Armory can be made there now.
They are going fast.
Meanwhile, plans are now
complete for the decoration of
floats and the parade. The floats
will be assembled at the Walnut
Hills Playground on Jonathon
avenue on the ball field, where
there is ample lighting.
Trucks can be brought in
beginning -at 3: 30 p.m. next
Friday. They must be lined up
in the parade in a predesignated
order at 11:30 a.m. next Saturday morning.
Clubs entering floats in the
parade who have not as yet
filed .their plans with the Homecoming Committee in North
Hall are urged to do so right
away. The deadline is rapidly
approaching.

Co1·1·ectiori
Parking stickers now are being
sold to freshmen, contrary to an
announcement published in The
News last week. They may be
obtained at the dean of men's
office.
Parking stickers must be placed
on student cars using the Brockman Hall lot.
Students are not permitted to
use University Drive.

The plans of the NFCCS
(National Federation of Catholic
College Students) were outlined
recently by the regional congress
held at Dayton, Ohio, on Oct. 13.
Two primary intentions of the
Federation are to train students
to be good Catholic lay leaders
and to be a clearing-house for
instructive information.
Junior Ed Menes is corresponding secretary and regional delegate. Jim Bradley is senior
delegate; Jim Wiggs, junior
delegate; Ken Schneider, sophomore delegate. Conrad Donakowski is regional forensics
Chairman.
Rev. John J. Wenzel, S.J., chairman of the theology department,
is moderator.

WE'RE SORRY!
In reply to the letter of the Very Reverend Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.,
the Student Council of Xavier University has passed the following
resolution:
The Student Council of Xavier· University congratulates the
student body on its fine support of the Musketeer football team
throughout the game on Saturday.
.
However, we are in full agreement that the manifestation following the game which resulted in the uprooting of the goal-posts
was not in conformity with the pre-game pact which we thoroughly
endorse.
Student Council shares the feeling with Father O'Connor that
the University of Cincinnati should be reimbursed immediately for
.the cost of the goal-posts.
And we further re-dedicate ourselves to make every effort to
secure the full observance of the .pact on the part of the Xavier
University student body before, during and after the game.
. To implement this resolution we hereby appropriate Student
Council funds in the amount necessary.
Edmund N. Sajewski
President, Student Council

Mr. Frank Sheect

Final Check Needed
By January Grads
Students who are planning to
graduate in Jan., 1957, must make
a final check of their record at
this time and file application for
their degree with the registrar.
No degree will be conferred
unless formal ·application has
been filed. Applications will not
be accepted after Nov. 15, 1956.
Those wishing to call at the registrar's office should make an
appointment as soon as possible.
Applications for degrees are
not transferable from one session
to another. Seniors who· had
planned to graduate in Sept.,
1956, and who postponed their
graduation until Jan., 1957, and
seniors who failed to complete
the requirements at a previous
session must file a new application.
Seniors who are writing a
thesis must submit their final
copy to the registrar by Monday,
Jan. 14, 1957. An extension of
time will not be granted for completion.
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No Pantliers

What Price Glory?

Music Stand

greements are made to be kept. Last week, the student
councils of both Xavier and the University of Cincinnati
renewed their pledge on behalf of their universities to refrain
from acts of vandalism before, during, and after the game.
Unfortunately, an intense emotional tide swe.J?t. through
the Xavier rooting section near the end of the exc1tmg game
and the pledge was forgotten. This sort of ~h~ng happens
countless times during the course of the gridiron season.
Xavier claims no infallibility.
The destruction which resulted was minor, but a principle
had been violated. For this reason, and in the interest of
future harmonious relations with the University of Cincinnati,
the Xavier Student Council immediately agreed to reimburse
the injured party for the damages.
Since, in the last few years, the XU-UC clash has become
traditional, it might be possible for some sort of .trophy to
be awarded to the winner of the game. Perhaps a victory bell
would be the answer. Then, instead of a repeat of this year's
incident, victory enthusiasm might be spent in a more constructive manner.

A

By /oe McCarthy
Tripped into my favorite
discery the other day in hopes
of finding something different and worth scribbling
about. The search bore fruit

Sign Language

M

uch criticism has been heard of late concerning the condition of the red wood signs that were donated as the
class gift of the class of 1955. Questions of waste, warranted
by the unsightly condition of the signs, have been raised. A
word of explanation, perhaps, is necessary at this point.
The 1955 class gift was to be 22 hand-carved redwood
building-identification signs and two campus maps and directories. The latter two signs were to be in redwood, glassenclosed frames. All were to be lacquered. In addition, the
lumber. for the projeeot was donated by an alumnus, thereby
increasing the value of the gift.
Unfortunately, however, the coating placed on the small
signs failed to withstand the elements. Presently, they are
being removed to be refinished with a more substantial and
weather-resistant lacquer.
As for the map-directories, they are also in the process of
being readied for display.
It is the credit of the maintenance department of the
university that the class gift of 1955 again will be a reality.
The renewed and refurbished signs will appear in the near
future along with the two large directories. The time and
energy put into this project by all concerned promise 1:hat the
signs will be the asset and convenience their donors intended.

Music Musings
avier's Alma Mater is unique. The score and the melody
X
are original. This happy combination is notable since
most universities take the melodies of their Alma Maters from
a published song.
But it must be said that, since Xavier's school song is
original, it is at first confusing to the new student and not
easily remembered by the old. If, however, a very slight effort
and small amount of time is spent on learning the song, these
difficulties are actually minor ones.
In years past, learning of ·the Alma Mater has been
neglected by the new students. Efforts have been made to
familiarize the incoming freshmen with the song, and suggestions have been put forward to make knowledge of it mandatory. But thus far, nothing constructive has been done.
At functions where the song is played, all stand, but only
the members of the glee club and a few other assorted melancholics sing. These persons attempt to give forth loudly in
order to save face for the university.
The Alma Mater should be an expression of the pride and
honor of each student-be he senior, junior, soph, or froshfor the university. It should be spontaneous, not forced; sung,
not whispered; learned, and not forgotten.

Little Effort

T

he middle of October has passed. The month dedicated to
the Rosary has almost reached its climax. Until now,
Xavier has done little to celebrate and to make good use of
this month.
Daily the Rosary is said right on the campus. The group
Rosary is an attempt on the part of the student body to pay
honor to the Mother of God by reciting her Rosary. Perhaps,
when looking at the daily attendance, the logical conclusion
to draw would be that the Xavier campus is not much interested in giving honor to the Blessed Virgin.
Twelve days remain in this month of the Most Holy
Rosary. These twelve days can be made profitable and meritorious both for the school as a whole and for the individual
student. A little bit of effort can go a long way toward this
success.
·· :
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DOWN
By Tom

FRONT
~lcAuliJle

Last week I related to you the trials and tribulations of
Leo Tolstoy as his novel, "War and Peace" was put on film.
This week we have a cat by the unlikely name of Giac;omo
Puccini to antagonize. It seems as if this poor, misguided
musician's heirs made the egregious error of allowing their
benign ancestor's opera to be
filmed. And so as a tru~ son of
western culture, I mounted my
camel, rode down to the Esquire,
and saw "Madame Butterfly,"
kimono and all.
The movie is an · Italian-Japanese production. The Japanese
take care of the scenery, dancing,
arid all other miscellaneous visual schmaltz, while the Italians
take care of the music.
Up to this point the movie's
only flaw is that nobody has
taken care of the Italians and the
Japanese. I will leave the finer
points of musical criticism to Mr.
Joe McCarthy of "The Bandstand" fame (he needs the money), but I will comment in general on the music.
The opera itself is oite of the
best, if not the best of Puccini.
It-is a standard in the repertoires
of· all major opera companies the
world over. In writing th~ music
for the story of the ill-fated Japanese geisha and her American
lover, Puccini created some of
the most equally lyric and dramatic music ever written for the
operatic stage. This music was
sung excellently by the cast of
Italian opera stars who did their
singing while the nearly all-Japanese cast did the acting.
Now the acting was a different
story. The classical theater and
dance forms of Japan are very
old, very stylized, and very formal. Their character is that of
their people and their countryeconomic in movement, profound
in representation, and highly nationalistic. And this causes a
western audience, which can
catch little of the symbolism and
meaning of the abbreviated gestures which tell the whole story
to a Japanese audience, to be
left way, way out in the cold.
The whole movie was an obvious effort at super realism and
splendor. But the rice paper pagodas and silky geishas did little
than detract too much from the
movie. It would have been better
to have smeared Burl Ives with
a pound of .mustard and had him
sing the role of Prince Yamadori
than to get the great mustachioed
fraud that they did, even though
he was Japanese.
In general, · ft was the splash

and the splendor of "Madame
Butterfly" that killed her and
not her hari-kari sword-nuts, I
told the ending.
Incidentally, while I was riding
my camel home, I met Marilyn
Meyer; and she told me that she
and Joe Bernstein won seventeen
grunches and three dozen eggplants on the XU-UC game last
Saturday. Keep up the good work.
Anybody want to buy an old
goalpost?

in an unusual bit on VANGUARD
477.
Tlitled "G e r m a n University
Songs," this work claims to be
a modern reproduction of the
middle age favorites of the German Studenten. Having won
honors in Fr. Link's Medieval
History courses, I quickly substantiated the claim, and thus
listened with sureness. Anyway,
477 seems to be a collection of
boola-boolas about good buddies
and day hops, and college life
in general. I swear that I heard
a place called "Zimmies" mentioned once, and "Skippers"
would have been, too, except
that it was off limi,ts even way
back then.
Included in the work are such
throat busting ballads as "Der
Wirten Tochterlein" (something
about a bar maid), and "Bier
Her," as well as a ditty of
Brahm's from his Academic Festival Overture-"Gaudemus lgitur.''
Featured on the numbers is a
booming German baritone backed
by a Viennese orchestra and
chorus. All in all, it's a rousing,
a n d uncomprehendable s on g
feast. (Translated Text comes
with it.) There is no doubt about
it-this is the perfect gift for
Hans Hugo Wolff.

• • •

The tears flowed this weekprompted by Bing Crosby's admission that he is starting to
fade: Feeling pretty low about
his vocal future, the groaner
sighed that the public's music
tastes had changed, leaving him
out in the cold. The million dollar record sales now go to E.P.
instead of B.C., he stated.
With shrieks of horror, Columbia Records published notice
that Bing's discs are still hot
selling items and wll be for some
time. However, it takes a work.:
ing
ear only a few listening
Xavier University students and
faculty observed the 125th anni- moments to tell that the exversary of the founding of their rhythm boy isn't what he used
institution with a special con- to be.
Most Music Standers are probvocation .held in the Memorial
ably
saying so what. NevertheFieldhouse on Oct. 17, at 1: 30
On this date in 1831, the less, this quill-man bas long
Athenaeum, a literary institute been a fan of Bing Crosby the
founded by the first Bishop of performer, ever since a personal
Cincinnati, the Most Rev. Ed- meeting with the guy about 12
. ward D. Fenwick, opened its years a10.
Bing's gradual decline has acdoors. In 1840, when the Jesuit
Fathers took over control the celerated in the past few years
name was changed to St. Xavier (directly proportional to his rise
College, and in 1931 the institu- as an award winning actor), and
he sings lately as though he
tion became Xavier University.
The convocation speaker was doesn't give a darn. Age and
the Most Rev. Clarence G. rusty pipes are the warbler's
Issenmann, Auxiliary Bishop of main problems. The latter afflicCincinnati. The Rev. Henry J. tion can be overcom~. if Bing
Wirtenberger, S.J., Dean of the wants to put forth a little effort.
These last records of his don't
College of Liberal Arts, presided
make much of an impression as
over the convocation.
A special feature of the far as ability is concerned. In
observance was the conferring of fact, '.'True Love" sounds as
the 125th Anniversary Medallion though Bing had just gotten
of Xavier University on the through pushing his sports car
Catholic Telegraph Register, the (and its occupant, Grace Kelly)
oldest Catholic newspaper in about 10 miles to the re<:ording
America. The Register had its studio. We're pretty sure that if
beginning in the old college Der Bingle wants to put forth
building just two weeks after the effort he can sing almost as
the Athenaeum opened its doors. well as Perry-again.
The Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., President of the UniWe noticed on page six of last
versity, conferred the award week's News that our friendly
honoring the newspaper. The fellow columnist John Haley
Telegraph-Register has been in misadvertently side-saddled his
continuous operation since its comet into the wrong orbit and
founding and is an important came up with a connection behistorical record of the Arch· tween Elvis Presley and yours
diocese of Cincinnati and Cath· truly. This naturally hurts the
· olicism in the midwest.
Music Stand deeply, since we've
The musical program at the managed to spend four years
convocation was provided by around this place with a shiny
the Xavier Clef Club.
(Continued on Pqe 7)

Con·vocation Marks
Anniversary Year

• • •
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Gospel Commentary Scrutinized By Prof
Cla.rysostum Re-edited By
Dr. Har.kins And Aides

-

By Fred Schlimm
A unique project has been in
operation at Xavier for quite
some time. This project consists
in the composing of a new edition of St. John Chrysostum's
Commentary on the Gospels according to St. John.
Undertaking this painstaking
arid exacting task is Dr. Paul
Harkins, associate professor of
classical languages. Upon completion of this project, the work
will fill about three volumes.
Though it will never make the
best-seller list, Dr. Harkins feels
it will be a useful reference book
for students of sacred scripture.
It will first be written in Greek
and later be translated into English.
Although there are other translations of St. John Chrysostum's
sermons, these sermons or homilies have been ·revised in translation. Original translation were
made by an unknown person who
attempted to improve the homilies by changing the choice of
words and sentence structure.
However, Dr. Harkins feels that
this attempted improvement only
worsened matters.
Dr. Harkins hopes to get back
to the original form. This he is
attempting to do by studying
manuscripting which date from
the ninth to the thirteenth century. Many of the manuscrips are
on microfilm which he has procured from the Vatican Library,
th,e Bibliothique Nationale of
Paris, and the Holkham Hall collection of London.
There is also one manuscript
in Latin translated from the original Greek in the Xavier Library. It dates from the 13th century and was written by the
famous scholar Bur.gundio. How
it got to the Xavier Library anci
who sent it is a mystery.
Burgundio translated the entire 88 homilies of St. John
Chrysostum as the result of a
vow made on the way to Constantinople as an ambassador.
While enroute to that city, his
son grew ill, and he vowed that
if his son recovered or his soul
would be assured of Heaven, he
would translate the homilies.
His son died, and when Burgundio reached his destination,
he began his task. Many had
original manuscripts of the sermons, but hesitated to lend them
because of their value.
He hired two scribes, borrowed
manuscripts, and began his work.
He completed the entire set,
changing it in no way.
Dr. Harkins plans to compare
these manuscripts w it h the
printed revision. In this way the
manuscripts can be arranged in
their family relationship. He
then will remove from text all
words which came in with the
revision.
This project was described in
a feature published in the Sunday Enquirer several weeks ago. ·

Vets'· News
The monthly meeting of the
Xavier Vets' Club will be held
Sunday, Oct. 21, at 1:00 p.m. in
South Hall. This meeting, postponed a week to enable members to participate in the Holy
Name Parade, will ·be an important one and all members are
urged to attend. New members
are welcome.
The main topics that will be
discussed and finally decided
are the proposed bus migration
to Louisville, and the Homecoming float. Club officers urge
members to offer suggestions for
the float.

· -·' -

__ _

- · · Migration To Lexington
Readied By Busy Council
Dy Bill Poole
The removal of one of the goal posts from the University
of Cincinnati football field was discussed by Student Council
this week. A letter from Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., president,
was read. Fr. O'Connor pointed out that the incident, a violation of the joint pre-game pledge, was due to the enthusiasm

of victory. A resolution on this
matter is being sent by Council would have to usher the student
to the University of Cincinnati. area because of a lack of ushers.
· ":j The cost of fittings has been Sections eight, nine, and ten are
··' ! borne by Council.
student sections.
. ..
Ed Sajewski, Council president,
Tim Garry noted that a group
of freshmen are at present orasked Council
to speak with
gamzmg a cheering section.
Garry said the rally song, "Men
members of the ···-"
student b o d y ·
of Xavier," will be played and
and determine :
sung at the game tomorrow. He
if there is inasked the cooperation of all students in singing it. Gil Merterest in low~ri: .
\
d
e o st dancing
ringer, band director, will disDr. Harkins is pictured observing labor being done on the re-edit- lessons such as
continue use of "Men of Xavier"
ing of Chrysostom's commentary. Hard at work are Ed l\:loran and have been ofif there is no response to it.
Tom Crush, Xavier graduates.
fered in the
Bill Douthitt, social chairman,
p a st. Should
mentioned the fact that 200 girls
SaJ· ewski
1· n t ere st b e
from St. Mary - of - the - Woods,
shown, Council will arrange for Terre Haute, Ind., plan to travel
lessons.
to Xavier for a pep rally dance
Dick Ulmer, athletic chairman, and a football game. Douthitt
informecl Council that 500 tickets said he would like to have them
at $2.50 apiece would be avail- come for the Colorado A&M
able for the Xavier-Kentucky game on Nov. 3.
game, l\:ligration Day, Nov. 17.
Jim Bradley and Don BarnThey will be end zone tickets. horst have announced that the
For $9.00 round trip train fare - revised edition of the Student
PARt<INt;
and a $3.5o ticket can be ob- Council Constitution will be
L07
tained. The train will stop with- ready shortly.
in walking distance of the sta- r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
dium.
Student cheering sections are
The Drug Store Closest To
available,
according to Al Steo o •o
phens, athletic director. HowXav'ier Universit11
ever, members of Student Coun3618 Montgomery Road
SCENE OF"
cil or some other student group
MEirose 1-3'708
~' ;

,.

~

\

FLOAT BUILDING SITE

Baumring's Pharmacy

PL01'T Bull-PINC.

Symposium To Hig.,iliglit Oliio
Classical Conference Tliursclay
, By Wayne Felar
For a brief time next weekend, Cincinnati will become
the center of classical learning in Ohio. Delegates from high
schools and colleges all over the Buckeye State will converge
on the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel next Thursday evening for the
34th annual meeting of the Ohio Classical Conference.
They will meet to conduct the
organizational and administrative
business of the Conference, and
to share the knowledge and experience they have gained teaching the classics in Ohio.
For the entertainment of the
delegates, the program includes
lectures by delegates on various
aspects of the ancient world and
of Latin and Greek literature.
The Rev. Robert Manning, S.J.,
a member of the classics department at Xavier, will open the
program Thursday evening with
an illustrated lecture ti t 1 e d
"News Flashes from the Ancient
World."
On Friday morning, four Xav-

Too

lmportan~

ier students will answer questions from visiting professors on
the major plays of Sophocles, the
(Continued on Page 8)
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MUFFLERS
CAR-LIFE
GUARANTEE
INSTALLED FREE

BRAKES
RELINED

$17.50

AND UP

M U F F L E R M A N - THE - B·R A K E M A N
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832
Dual Exhaust Systems - Sold Installed

IT'S FOR REALI

by Chester Field

CHICO'S
ITALIAN AND AMERICAN
FOOD
2 l\:linutes From Xavier
3632 MONTGOMERY RD.

(One Block South of Dana)
JEfferson 1-9366

SECRET YEARNINGS I

·To Forget-

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

Two Mighty Good Men To Know
20 Years Experience

WOodburn 1-2474

Oh, why must I be civilized instead of being me?
I'd like to be a beast and kiss each pretty gal I see
I'd like to kick that brain next'door;
it's been my favorite dream
And when I'm low I'd like to lie
upon the floor and scream!
When you want to let go,
enjoy the real thing
Relax and enjoy a Chesterfield King!
The King of them all for flavor that's real
For deep satisfaction you honestly feel ••.
Made to smoke smoother by Accu·Ray
Beg ..• borrow ••• or buy 'em,
but try 'em today!
MOIAL1

Take your pleasure big •••
Smoke for real ••• 1111oko Cho1torfloldl
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THE eENcHWAR MERBearcats Beaten By Strong Musketeer ~
Victory Costly As Xavier Loses Bob Konkoly;
Game Broken Up By Malone's 95-Yard Return

By ltlel Brennan

Last week's game against UC left almost nothing to be
desired as far as the fans were concerned. The Musketeers
won 34-14, but that fails to tell the complete story. There were
many thrills that the score doesn't show; notabl.e among these
was the great showing of Roger Bertoia. The Joliet, Ill. star
finally came into his own as far as I'm concerned, and reminded me of the same game one year ago.
At that time, Rog was playing second string to Norm
Zmyslinski. "Zmyo" was not playing the type of ball that a
lot of people thought he was capable of and some thought a
vacation on the bench would do wonders for the Erie, Pennsylvania boy. Going into the game, Norm had thrown for only
one TD and had failed to score any himself.
But against the "Cats," the
man went wild. He set-up two
touchdowns with needle-sharp
passes; and carried for three
himself. One of the TD's was a
70-yard sideline toe-dance on
an intercepted pass. From that
game on, no one ever questions
Zmyslinski's playing abil~ty.
Bertoia started the season
off the same way, and many
wondered why "Mick" Connolly' didn't start Ralph Lane.
True, Rog had played good bal1,
but not the game he was expected to play. Now, these
same fans are shouting the
praises for Bertoia for an excellent game. All but one of
Roger Bertoia
the Musketeers' TD's came as a
direct result of Bertoia's running or passing. Twice he scored
on quarterback sneaks, and twice more, he set-up a score with
a pass to Junker or Young.
It was a great afternoon for Muskie fans, but an even
greater afternoon for Rog as he proved to everyone witnessing
the game what a great quarterback he was. Zmyslinski did the
same thing one year ago, Bertoia did it last week.
·
Wish you could ·have been there to see: Terry Malone's
thrilling 95-yard kickoff return. One of the longest, if not the
longest, in the history of the school. . . Russ Goings returning
an intercepted pass back to the UC 28. Russ.looked more like
a fullback than a guard on this play... Some of the greatest
down field blocking I have ever seen. I'm speaking of UC's
returning of Xavier. punts and kickoffs. They really looked
good when it came to this ... The tremendous ovation given to
Bob Konkoly when he was taken from the bench to the hospital. The entire Xavier side gave the Clevelandite a great
hand for playing which could well be his last football game.
Suggestion to the combined UC and XU Student Councils:
Why not for this game of the year, erect wooden goal posts
so that the winning school could tear them down for souvenirs?
This would prevent loss of the iron ones, besides being safer
for all concerned. All the larger schools do this for their big
games, so why can't we do it?
.
News on other Sports-Jimmy Boothl', pint-sized Captain
of the Musketeers, has been placed on the
third team pre-season All-American team by
a national basketball magazine. The Dayton,
Ky. star was also given a nice -write-up. . •
Frank Tartaron has been picked to play with
the College All-Stars against the Olympic AllStars next Wednesday in the East. Frank is
the only midwest player to make the squad,·
and was given permission by the NCAA this
week to play...Look for the Swimming Team
to improve on records of years gone by. They
. started practice several weeks ago, and are
Tartaron
running five miles a day to get in shape.
1

Baslietballers Begin Practice;
Wullt Has Seven Lettermen

By Bob Novak
Roger Bertoia, Steve Junker, Bob Young, and Terry Malone dynamited the Bearcat's Homecoming with a 34-14 charge
before a sun-soaked, shouting crowa of 28,000. Penalized for
delay of game before the first play ever took place, the Muskies, nevertheless, proved that it would take more than 15
yards to stop them from winning
·
their fourth game of the season. kickoff returns in the history of
The first five minutes witnessed the series. Krebs again converted
a barrage of excellent down-field and the score read 27-14.
blocking and hard tackling, while
The final · score of the game
both teams jostled to maintain came on Terry Meyer's 6 yard
possession of the ball. Midway burst over guard. Bertoia had
in the quarter, both coaches put set-up the play with a pass to
in their second strings and the Young on the 6 after Russ Goings
quarter ended with neither team recovered a UC fumble.
moving past the opponent's 10.
Along with the new quarter
came · the first teams of both
squads re-entering the game.
Bertoia fired a long pass to Junker, but the play was called-back
due to an offsides penalty against
By Torn Qriee1wn
the Muskies. Bertoia again went
One of the aims of a univerback to pass, this time to Bob sity is to develop the studeµts
Young, that carried to the UC 25. physically as well as intellectFive plays latt!r, the Joliet star ually, culturally and spiritually.
carried over for the first score .of In order to do this, Xavier
the-afternoon. Konkoly's attempt provides for its students a well
was good and the score was 7-0 rounded intramural program. For
in Xavier's favor.
those who are interested in
team sports, there is touch footKonkoly Injured
Late in the quarter, after the ball, basketball, and volleyball.
second string had been stale- For those who are more the
mated by the "Cats," Xavier sent individual type there is freein the starters with the ball on throw, billard, handball, table
the UC 38. On a fake run, Bertoia tennis, and horseshoe pitching
hit Junker on the 23, then threw tournaments.
These activities are open to
to Young on the three. "Rog"
made his second TD of the game day-hops, and dorm students
on another sneak with Konkoly alike. Everyone is encouraged to
adding his second extra point to take part in some phase of these
give the Muskies a 14-0 lead. activities. Any day-hops who
Minutes later, the fullback jinx are interested in forming teams
continued to go in favor of UC sign up on the bulletin board in
when Konkoly was carried off the fieldhouse. Regular teams
the field with torn cartilages. Bob consist of six men. The dorms
thus became the fourth fullback have already formed their teams,
in six years to be injured in 'Nip- so come on day-hops, get with
it.
pert Stadium.
At the present moment there
The Bearcats scored their first·
is,
in progress·, a touch football
touchdown with 15 seconds remaining in the half on a pass tournament. The rules for this
from Morrison to Gene Johnson. tourney are explained on the
The conversion was good, an~ the bulletin board in the field house.
halftime score read 14-7 in favor
of Xavier.
Score Again
The third quarter saw the
Muskies' second string get into
the scoring act. Coyle moved the
On Saturday and Sunday, Sepball to the X 46, then Malone, on
a draw play, picked up 14 to the tember 29 and 30, Xavier placed
Cincy 40. Lane's pass to Tom first in the sailing regatta held
Krebs moved the ball near an- at Cowan Lake. The X.U. Sailing
other TD, and on the next play, Team scored 32 points to win
went over for the third Xavier over General Motors Technical
score. Krebs made the score 21-7 Sailors, who had 27 points. Oberlin was next and last with 26
with his extra point.
For the second time in . the points. Baldwin-Wallace· was ingame, Cincy caught the Muskie vited but did not show up for
off-guard. Babe Ruth raced for the regatta.
The high point skippers in the
65 yards and a touchdown to
keep the Bearcats within striking A division were Bob Priebe
distance; but this was to be the (X.U.) and Bob Schenkel (G.M.
Tech.), both with 13 points. As
last time the "Cats" scored.
On the kickoff, Malone took for the B divisio'l, Tony Miller
the ball on his own five, and took top billing with 12 points,
with the aid of some great block- placing first in each of the three
ing, went for 95 yards and a TD. consecutive races in which he
The run was one of the longest

IM Season Opens;
Tag Football Sport
In Full Swing

Sailors Annex Fi1·st
Win _Of Season In
Xavier Quadrangle

Marching Musketeers

Head Coach Ned Wulk greeted 15 men at the initial Prepare For Quantico
practice of the basketball squad. Opening the season against
The enthusiastic reception by
St. Joseph's of Indiana, the team will 'be composed of four the student body of the bands'
seniors, three juniors, and eight sophomores.
performances at the U.C. game
Heading the list of returnees - - - - - - - - - - - - - and home games has been apprewere Captain Jimmy Boothe, Jim Puthoff are all considered ciated very much by the bandsFrank Tartaron, Franny Stahl, as possible starters. Jerry Wes- men. The band is glad to know
John Albrink, Ray Tomlin, Stu sels, Ron Protz, Bob Pohlgeers that the student body is behind
Courchain, and Tony Olberding. are the remaining lettermen from it 100%.
After a busy weekend, consistAll were lettermen on last sea- the frosh squad.
son's NIT Quarter-finalists.
Among the big name schools ing of the U.C. game and the
Much of the Muskies' success the Muskies will face this season Holy Name Parade, the band is
will come from members of last will be Louisville, canked num- · hard at work preparing for the
year's undefeated freshman team. ber one in the nation, SMU, num- Quantico game.
Several of these are in the process ber four, UC, ranked 16th, and · The band is honoring Founders
of fighting for starting positions. Dayton, always a powerhouse Day and is featuring a song freCornelius Freeman, Jim Dentin- and runner-ups to Louisville in quently requested by the student
ger, Hank Stein, Joe Viviano, and the NI'l'.
body, ''Men of Xavier."

BURLY· MUSKIE CE:
PLAYING LAST SE.
By Bob Qrieenan
Perhaps the most forgotten
and un-publicized job on a college, or on any football team is
that of the center. It is the
center who has the responsibility of getting the· ball to the
quarter-back, the kicker, at the
same time protecting these men
from the vicious charges of
enemy lineme~ This is the job
which Frank Bachman has been
capably doing for the past three
seasons here at Xavier.
Frank came to Xavier from
Cincinnati Elder where he won
four letters under a former
Musketeer, Coach· "Babe" Bartlet. He stands six-one and
weighs 192, average as centers
come, but he is certainly above
average in regard to desire and
work. He is said by many to be
the hardest worker on the Xavier sqt1~d.
'54 Miami Team Best
"Bach" as he is sometimes
called by his teammates is one
of the friendliest· men on the
Muskie squad. He considers
his best game the '5'5 U.C. game.
The best men that Frank has
opposed in his years at Xavier
are J. l>. Roberts and Gene
Fillipski of the Quantico Marines,
and Tom Jones of the Miami
Redskins. As do many of his
teammates, Frank considers the
'54 Miami team the best team he
has played. When asked what
game he would most like to win,
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and Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorite
Food Store! For Home Delivery call CHerry
1-5880, or ask your French-Bauer driverl
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Frank Bachman
Frank said he'd like to win
them all, but especially the U. C.
game. As you know, his wish
came true.

Army Beckons
After college and the army,
Frank plans to go into business
for himself. On the anecdote
side of the ledger, Frank who
takes quite a ribbing about being
punchy likes to tell these stories
about some of his head injuries.
His teammate Phil Magliano
says that he's the only player
on the Xavier squad who's been
knocked out without ever being
in a scrimmage. He also likes to
tell about the time he was
injured in a game, a head injury
naturally. When he_ got out of
the car in front of the hospital,
Frank looked up at the buildirig
and said, in typical punch drunk
fashion, "Gee, dat's abig building." All kidding aside, however,
Frank, as his teammates will tell
you, is one of the finest hard
working members of tlie team.

•

Vic Olhertiug Sets
Pace; Helps Stucls
Quantico Figures To Be Tougliest Opponent Yet;
Tie NapTowuers
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Marines Favored To Beat Muskies Saturday

The Four Studs rolled their
way into a first place tie as they
swept past the Clan in all three
games. For the co-leaders, it was
strictly a one man show as Vic
Oberting totaled 561 with a big
229 finale. Vic began the first
game with a string of three
blows, then proceeded to err only
once in completing his personal
three game set. For the losers,
John Bachmann's 471 total with
a 201 middle game led the spirited foursome.
The NapTown 300 dropped one
of their three game match to the
KingPin Four, and so they had
to settle for a first place tie. Joe
Sida's 449 set led the winners
while Bill Board's 435 series
sparked the fighting losers. Bill
also provided the sole win for
the KingPinners as he spared in
the final frame pf the last game
to enable his team to squeeze by
the NapTowne1·s.
In the final three game match
on. the card, the Hill toppers ran
all over an over-manned Gin
Bottle Four crew. Leading the
sweep was anchor-man Bill
Brenc's fine 493 series. Providing
the first game spark was Denny
Delrose who strung four strikes
in the closing frames of game
one. Ted Sudinsky and Brenc had
identical 175 final games in closing out the series sweep. Pat
Gilligan, throwing his torrid ball
from the corner, topped the
losers with a 464 set. Bob Cvach
had troubles in the finale finishing with
74 game.
In this latter match, Tim Conliffe was asked to be the neutral
scorekeeper because of the bitter
feud that these two teams display. Tim played his part nobly
as outbursts were kept to a minimum.

a

Have Forir Game Winning Streak Over Xavier
By Larry Byr11e
Xavier University will go after their fifth win of the year
this Saturday against their toughest foe so far, the Quantico
Marines. The Musketeers will be trying to break a four game
losing streak against the Leathernecks. The Muskies, looking
forward to their best season since 1951, will probably rank a
slight underdok.
The Leathernecks have lost
one game this year, as of October six, to Fort Eustis 13-9. These
other three games all developed
into routs, rocki.ng Fort Benning
in their opener 47-0, taking Fort
Bevoia 33-0, while Fort Lee was
mercilessly overpowered 39-0. In
their first four games, Quantico
has scored 128 points while hold-

position exclusive of the guards.
This seems to be the only spot
where the players are not of
Quantico caliber.

Old Personnel
Returning from the team that
took the Muskies last year 21-7
will be center John Damose, from
Northwestern, right end Bob Dee,
All-East from Holy Cross, quarterback Worth Lutz from Duke,
and halfbacks Les Rowell and
Gordie -Kellogg. To do the job of
kicking, the Marines will have
Tad Weed, 138-pound All-American from Ohio State.
Last year, Kellogg led the
backs wjth a devastating average
of 6 yards a carry while Lowell
was right behind him making 5
yards a punch. Lutz, called
"worth-a-million" in his college
days, threw 54 passes and com·
pleted 24 for a .444 percentage in
'55.

Homecoming For Ron
Emidio Petrarca
ing their opponents to a measly
13.
The Marines lost approximately
twenty men from their great
team of last year, but will not
be seriously impaired· at any
position. They will have returning veterans at almost every

NapTown 300 ..................
Hilltoppers ......................
Kingpin Four ..................
THE STANDINGS
Team
Won Lost Clan ....................................
Four Studs ...................... 6
3 . Gin Bottle Four ..............

5
5
4
3
3

4
4
5
8
8

311 rushing and 255 in the air.
Their leading runner has been
fullback Bob Ward, who has
made 112 yards in 14 carries for
an average 8.0 a carry.
Xavier, like time, marched on
to an impressive 34-14 slaughter
over the University of Cincinnati
Bearcats last Saturday. The Muskies scored at will to entirely
disrupt what U.C. fans thought
would be a happy homecoming.
In one sense, though, the game
was costly. Bob Konkoly, the

Ron Beagle
Muskie fullback and leading
ground-gainer, wiil probably be
lost for the year, due to torn
ligaments in his knee. His replacement will be Terry Malone,
whose electrifying 95-yard touchdown run put the U.C. game on
ice.

Of the players added to Quantico's roster, the one to watch is
the All-American end from Naval
Academy, Ron Beagle. Beagle,
who played his high school games
at Purcell, and now is a resident
of Covington, Kentucky, will
start at left end for the Leather- News' Bookies Choose
Xavier over Quantico
n~cks. Although he has only
caught one pass in four games Notre Dame over Michigan St.
this year, you can be sure he will Florida over Vanderbilt
be at his peak in this game before Ohio St. over Penn St.
Michigan over Northwestem
the home ·folks.
The Marines have gained 762 Navy over UC
yards on the ground this year Calif. over UCLA
while passing for 'another 561 · LSU over Kentucky
yards. Their opponents have SMU over Rice
been held to a total of 566 yards, Holy Cross over Dartmouth
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Comment One-Class Gift. It seems that each year at this
time the words and thoughts of most Xavier students, and
particularly the senior class, turn to football, ·the comp, and
what they like and dislike about the class gift. According to
the office of the registrar, I am a senior; so here are my
thoughts on the subject.
I, like many others on the campus, feel that the gift as such
should be discussed l.'mong said
donors in some way or another,
with, of course, guidance from
the university officials. To pick
some fourteen ideas, present
them to a small group of men
to be picked away at until these
remain, and at that point put the
remaining three to a vote does
not in my mind give the members of the class a voice that
they should possess.
If some sort of convocation
were held early in the year, at
which time those who have ideas
could voice them, most of the
discontent that annually Is present would be halted.
Granted, you can't please all
of the people all of the time, no
matter how hard an effort is put
forth, but if students were asked
to present ideas and then vote
on them, the only ones who
could be blamed would be the
students themselves.
As far as I'm c~mcerned, the
students were not given proper
voice in the matter. Nonetheless,
the choice has been made and
there is little sense crying over
the proverbial spilled milk.
As the class of 1957, W"' owe
the university a debt of gratitude for what hall been given us.
It is well realized that we pay
tuition, but the expense per student far surpasses what each
student pays.
By now you may have been
approached by a class leader to
fill out a pledge card. The officers as well as the administration are interested in 100 per

- - - - ·- - - - - - - - cent participation, not in how·
much .money you can afford to
give. Regardless of whether you
like the monument or not, the
idea is that you are repaying the
university in a small way for the
time spent on campus.
Comment T w o-H er e an d
There. Although the burning of
floats can hardly be classed as
funny, a bit of irony can be
found in the fact that no sooner
had the floats left the field prior
to the XU-UC game then a fire
engine entered, plugging the
seven bond ii;sues. In addition to
that, it was fire prevention week.
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TOASTED" f
to taste
better I
t

606 Yine Sa.

AllODLE.CLA$$ ..,
"Allfl

IF YOU HAYE recently becon,.e a smoker
(duffer puffer), ask any old-hand Lucky
Bllloker·(prudent student) why he settled on Luckies. Bet anything he says
they taste better. You see, Luckies'
fine, light, naturally good-tasting to. bacco is TOASTED to taste even bett.er ... cleaner, fresher, smoother. So,
whenit'slight-uptime,lightupaLucky.
You'll say it's the best-tasting cigarette
you ever smoked. ,Okay-what is a jail
at light-up time? Answer: Smoky
Pokey. Isn't that criminal?

"IT'S

LANDEN, LTD.

Time Marches On
An idler is a watch .that lacks
both hands, as useless when it
goes, as when it stands. (The
Torch, Wittenberg College)

•

The list of approved candidates
for the frei;hman class officei; has
been posted.
Those running for the four
frosh posts are; Edmund Adams,
Terry Belter, Dale Berning, Jim
Blesius, Tom Cahill, Mike Cinnamon, Joe Christmann, Larry
Daly, Tom Frank, Ron Malik,
Bob Mallardi, Bill Mason, and
Jim Tasto.
The election will be held next
Monday and Tuesday, Oct 22 and
23. The PR system of voting will
be used.
Senior Frank Hamel is elections board chairman.

*

Tonight at 8 p.m. in the Ar·
mory, the Sodality, at its "Last
Chance Hop" will play host to
students and friends of Xavier.
Jack Cahill and his orchestra
will provide the melodies for
dancing. The admission will be
the usual 50 cents.
In order to encourage dancing
and discourage the fine art of
"wall-flowering," the §.PCial committee will offer record albums
as prizes in an "everybody dance"
contest. These prizes will be
offered to the two couples judged
as the best dancers. Members of
the faculty Sodality will act as
judges.
This will also be, as the name
of the dance implies, the last
time for students. to get dates
for the Homecoming dance. In
addition, this dance will serve as .
a pep rally for the Quantico
game. The Sodality extends a
cordial invitation to all to share
in the fun.

------------------------------------------------.-----.....:..--~

Frosh Election On
Tap Oct. 22, 23

TUXEDO
RENTAL

· -~1\'f;); .
Pictured are the coordinators of the Homecoming celebration.
They are, standing: Jerry Welsh, Fiehl House decorations; Norb
Munson, Mass and Communion breakfast; John VanFlandern, pubIicity; Don Beile, refreshments, and Paul Williams, floats.
Seated are Arrie Delrose, Queen selection; Austin Luckett, Homecoming chairman, and Nell Mooney, tickets.

Last Chance Tonite
To Get Date, Album
For Homecoming

Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming an.
swers. Both words must have the same number of sylla.
bles. (No drawings, please!) We'll shell out $25 for all
we use-~nd for hundreds that never see print. So ~nd
stacks of em with your name, address, college and clau
to Happy.Joe-Lucky, Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N, Y.
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.The Night Side of The News
Six EC Students E11ter Ranks
Of Masque Soci.ety Productio11,
Six Evening College students
have been chosen for parts in
the Masque Society's ·forthcoming production "The Solid Gold
Cadillac."
The lead, Mr.s Patridge, was
given to Jane Davoran, who will

Early Presidents
Establish Xavier

As Top College
This week, Xavie1' celebrated
its 125th Annive1'sary. The following is a portion of her great
past. -Ed.
The first four Presidents of
Xavier University performed
wonderful work in organizing
the institution, building it into a
solid, unified college of learning,
which aided immeasurably to
establish the college among the
foremost universities in the state.
Their united efforts, covering a
period of twelve years, advanced
the project further than the
fondest hopes ~f the founder.
It was due to the zealous Father
Elet, S.J., the· first President of
St. Xavier College, that the institution was incorporated by the
General Assembly of Ohio in
1842. For seven years, preseveringly and most effectively, did
Father Elet build up the attendance to almost a third of what
it is today.
.
His successor, Reverend John
Blox, S.J., took over· the reins
of government in 1847. Realizing
the necessity of having part of
the college away from the downtown district, he transferred the
high school department to the
Purcell Mansion, "a country seat,
about two miles distant from the
city and commanding an extensive view of the Ohio river and
the surrounding country."
The Reverend John de Blieck,
S.J., succeeding Father Blox in
1848, was the third President of
the College. During his regime,
the dread cholera epidemic struck
Cincinnati, resulting in a steady
decrease in attendance for the
college, which continued for several years. While the epidemic
raged in the city, two of the Xav- ·
ier teachers contracted the disease and died.
The fourth President of St.
Xavier College, Father the Reverend George Carrell, was appointed in June, 1851. Two years
later, he was ordained the First
Bishop of Kentucky in the new
See of Covington. While he was
head of the college, the Carrell
building was erected, three stories high, containing two new
dormitories, a new museum and
a chemistry laboratory. In its
place there now stands the Hill
building, the present Faculty
building at the corner of Seventh
and Sycamore.

NOTICE

portray a portly widow who
boomerangs into the driver's
seat of the Solid Gold Cadillac.
Joyce Kindt is the secretary,
Amelia Shotgraven, a very business-like person who happily
succumbs to the charms of the
mail clerks.
Miss L'Arriere, a lucious
blond model from the deep
South, will be played by Joni
Lambers.
Janet Ruhl is Miss Logan, the
droopy secretary of Ed McKeever, and the charming little old
lady will be enacted by Mary
Lea Stadtmiller. Jo Furio is the
Louella Parsons type newscaster.
caster.

l{athy Stu1nph New
Night News Chief
The Night School reporters
for the XU news held their first
staff meeting recently. ~athy
Stumph, a reporter from last
year, is the new editor.
· Other staff members include,
Charlotte Koors, Joni Lambers,
Nancy Woodall, and Nancy Lee
Brazel. Special beats have not
yet been assigned.
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Evening College Homecoming
Float Project Gets Underway
The members of the homecoming committee met last
Thursday to make plans for the
best Social Club float yet. After
discussing several ideas t h e
theme Was decided-but its a
dark secret until tht big day.

Keller, Kathy Stumph, and Dick
Glassmeyer.
There will be another meeting next week, the time and
place to be posted on the 'Bulletin Board.

The chairmen are Shirley
Beck and Gail Arnold. Committees members include: Bonnie Murphy, Mary Ann Raue,
Loretta Willman, Jack Grever,
Jack Stigler, Jean and Carol

NOTICE: If you can carry a
tune, contact Bonnie Murphy,
at the Evening College. She is
trying ,to recruit members for
the recently formed choral club.

Warhlers, Note!

Joint Club Dance
To Be Held Here
The Evening College Social
Club and the Rifle Club of the
Evanston campus are combining
forces for a dance which will be
held in the Armory Nov. 19.
Jack Stigler and John Van
Flandern have been named cochairmen of the affair. The
music will be furnished by Gene
Cahill and his band. Watch this
space for further information.

Now at Squires
in Swifton

Oo11s!

Apologies to Jack Grever,
President of the XUEC Social
Club. His name was omitted in
the list of officers which was
published in the News last
week. He is too important a fellow to overlook.

COMPLETE LINES OF
AUTHENTIC IVY CLOTHES •••
FURNISHINGS IN OUR TWILL

Sm·p1·ise Coming

AND TWEED SHOP

What is KASIMU planning for
November' 16?

Stand
Music
· (Continued from Page
2)

name plate.
Why, the only thing that happened to us was prompting one
letter to the editor, and getting
three parking tickets. ReaJly,
John, you read your copy-upside
down ••. you're as mixed up as
a "Student for Stevenson" at a
"Meet Nixon" rally.
Please folks, believe me, I'm
not really the president of the
Elvis P1·esley Fan Club on campus.

natural shoulder l9ok, you'll now be able to choose from the

THE SHIRT

see our modern store ... truly a store of tomorrow!

If you're an Ivy advocate--preferring that subdued,

finest offerings f America's and Britain's most venerable Ivy manufacturers. Also famous names in Continental
styles expressly for the college man. Come in •••

LAUNDRY
3616 Montgomery Road

EVANSTON
A Few Blocks North
Of The Dorms
Bachelor Service
Fluff Dry Bundles
4 HOUR SERVICE

... Topcoats ••• Sport Jacket•: ••• Blatsera ••• Hat•
Caps ... Sliirts • • • Ties • • • Ap11ropiate Furni1hings
Suits

XAVIER STUDENTS

ENJOY YOURSELVES - HAVE FUN
Relc:ix At The CYO-Sponaored Dances
-For Single Catholics Over 18
EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT AT THE FENWICK
CLUB FROM 8:30 TO 12:00

Coocl Orcheatras And Delightful Atmosphere
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Newly Reorganized Physics Club Headed By Hart
Cerimele, Dasbacli, Muellman, And Zeph Farm
Constitutional Committee Ta Frame Club Rules
By Ron Wilke
After a.six year period of inactivity, the Xavier University
Physics Club has been reorganized under the direction of Mr.
John B. Hart, assistant professor of physics and mathematics.
The first meeting was held on Wednesday evening, Oct. 10. At
this meeting, a constitutional committee was appointed. The
members are Thomas Zeph, Benito Cerimele, Joseph Dasbach,
and Clarence Muellman.
Following the meeting, a movie
on the history of jet propulsion
was shown, . followed by the introduction of Geniac, the "electric brain." BPnito Cerimele
presented a short talk on .the
construction and uses of Gemac,
followed by Thomas Zeph's ex-

Dignitaries Guests
At Classical Meet
(Continued from page 3)
great Greek tragedian.
The Rev. William P. Hetherington, S.J., president of the Conference and chairman of the classical languages· department at
Xavier, will preside over the
Conference luncheon. The Gibson
Ballroom will be the scene, at
12:30 p.m. Friday.
Several honored guests will
address welcoming remarks to
the assembly. Among these are
Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.,
president of Xavier University;
Dr. Walter C. Langsam, president
of the University of Cincinnati;
Dr. Nelson Glueck, president of
Hebrew Union College; Mr. Philip R. Adams, director of the Cincinnati Museum of Art; the Rt.
Rev. Msgr. CharlP.s Spence of St.
Gregory Seminary; the Hon.
Charles P. Taft, mayor of Cincinnati; and Mr. Claude V. Courter, superintendent of Cincinnati
public schools.
Mr. Frank J. Sheed, president
of Sheed and Ward Publishers,
will give the major address at
the luncheon.
On Friday evening in the Gibson Ballroom,· Mr. William • F.
McDonald of Ohio State University will speak on "The Dead Sea
Scrolls." Mr. Carl. W. Blegen of
the University of Cincinnati will
take the topic, "The Palace of
Nestor."
The Conference will conclude
on Saturday morning with the
general session, presided over by
Fr. Hetherington.
Three delegates will deliver
lectures. Helen Pelton of Walnut
Hills High School will speak of
"A Classicist Abroad." Louise
Lincoln of Eastmoor High School
in Columbus will discuss "The
Metamorphosis of Hades." Rachel
Sargent Robinson of Cincinnati
will point out that "Greek Athletics Had Their Critics, Too."
After the final session, the
delei(ates will leave the Queen
City for their respective schools
and another year of planting the
see:ls of ancient cultures in young
minds.

NOW THE FAMOUS

planation. as to how he had set
the "electrical brain" up to play
Tick, Tack, Toe. Those present
spent the remainder of the evening challenging Geniac at Tick,
Tack, Toe, but Geniac proved the
better.
Active membership is open to
physics majors or minors; however, associate membership is
being offered to others who may
benefit by joining -the organization.
The chief aim of the club is to
enrich the members' knowledge
and interest in physics by activities and association with others
having the same interests.
The senior members will be
asked to discuss their thesis projects, and other members will be
asked to deliver talks pertaining
to their particular interests. An
award will be offered to the
member who presents the most
interesting talk.
Several projects have already
been undertaken· by ·the members,
namely the indexing of physics
journals in the math.-physics
Library; secondly, an affiliation
is being brought about between
the R.O.T.C. Radio Club and the
Physics Club.
The next meeting of the Physic Club will be held on Wednesday, Oct. 24. The election of new
officers will take pla-ce.
Future meetings will include:
field trips, movies pertaining to
physics, and lectures by well
known physists.
The club, which at present has
20 active members, offers membership to all interested.

Parking Attendant E11gene Nobel Wins Many
Friends A:µd Influences People With Smiles
Nobel Here Since 1951;
Fr. Ratterman Rates Higl1
Eugene Nobel smiles. Another
smiles, and soon there are miles
and miles of smiles. Of his 300
auto customers, few, if any, and
none if he can help it, slip onto
Xavier's grounds without a "hi"
sign and a grin from the little
man with a crutch under his
arm. Returning this smile soon
becomes a "must" in the day's
schedule.
When Gene was a boy his father
taught him to "keep his face nice
and round cause everybody hates
a long one." Perhaps this may
account for his philosophy of
world with a smile. Though not
a Catholic, he has found much
happiness in t h e "Christian
thinking" at Xavier.
Mr. Nobel has ·been directing
cars at the Dana avenue entrance
since 1951. Although his first
boss, Rev. J. Peter Buschman,
S.J., was "grand," his conclusion
is that he couldn't work for
anyone better than Rev. Patrick
H. Ratterman, S.J. Father
Hetherington rates highly too
becaus!! of his mutual love for
flowers. The professors in general, Father Dietz and Father
Lipps in particular, are all
"wonderful,'• but then there's

that Joe Link, who parks just
any place. . . course, he's always
strictly on business and anyway
if there would ·be a lot of Joe's,
the world would 1be much nicer."
Xavier's parking guard grins
his approval of the students and
says he is most happy to see an
old familiar face pull in after
not being around for awhile.
Day in, day out, Eugene Nobel
smiles and the world returns
his smile.

Smart Lad
The socialistic father had his
young son on the carpet for
skipping school. In his hand, the
father held a note from junior's
teacher, suggesting that ample
punishment be dealt to the
truant.
"Junior, just what do you
mean by staying away from
school?" the father asked. "If
you have a good reason, you'd
better tell me."
"Class hatred, Father, class
hatred," was junior's reply.

Daily Rosary
Daily Rosary will be said in
front of the Grotto. Time of the
Rosary is 12:30 p.m.

Two German Clubs
Rehearse Comedy
Members of the Heidelberg
Club and German students from
Our Lady of Cincinnati College
are rehearsing the nineieenth
century German comedy, Der
zerbrochene Krug, by Heinrich
von .Kleist. It will be presented
on Nov. 27 in South Hall auditori um.
Der zerbrochene Krug, considered by many critics to be
the best German comedy, tells
how a broken pitcher threatens
to separate two young lovers
until the real culprit is unmasked
in the village judge, It was
suggested by Le Veau's engraving entitled La crttche cassee.
Dr. Joseph Bourgeois, chairman of Xavier's Modern Language Department, and Dr. Anne
Gruenbauer, professor of German at O.L.C., are in charge of
the production.

'Red Faces Dept.
During last fall's floods, the
New York City Fire Department
sent a truck of gasoline to
stricken Danbury, Conn. On the
way, it ran out of gas on a hill.

(Reporter Dispatch)

GLAD TO SEE WE'RE
DOING IT WJ-11 LE THE
WHEN. A
NEW HIGHWAYS ARE
COMMUNITY IS
·HAVING A J-IEALT~Y GOING. IN. IT BEATS
TEARING Tf-IEM UP
GROWTH, IT CALL6
AGAIN LATER.
FOR MORE SEWERS.

Words Of Wisdom
No matter how much tuition
goes up at colleges, education
never will be as expensive as
ignorance. (The Western Herald,

Western Michigan College)

Study In Europe
The Spring Semester 1957.
February 8 to July 5, 1957.
All expenses: $1195.
Take English taught courses
at the University of Vienna.
Live in· Viennese homes. Travel for two months through
England, Belgium, F r a n c e ,
Italy, Yugoslavia, Switzerland,
Germany, Austria. Social and
cultural activities, lectures and
forums while studying at the
Univ. ·of Vienna.
Price includes: room, bDard,
tuition, travel, rolli'd trip boat
transportation.
Application deadline: Dec.
28, 1956.
Write today for free brochure: THE INSTITUTE OF
EUROPEAN STUDIES, 35 East
Wacker, Chicago 1, llllnoia.
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